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INTRODUCTION
If you’re an IT, security or procurement professional, you
understand the critical importance of security across all
areas of your business. But did you know that print
is one of the most commonly overlooked areas of
vulnerability?
It’s true - your company’s printing environment introduces serious security and
confidentiality risks. It’s also costing you a lot more than it should be. This eBook
explains these risks and unnecessary costs, and how you can achieve a more secure,
efficient and sustainable print infrastructure that will benefit your organization for
years to come.
In the following pages, you’ll learn 7 critical steps you must take to maximize the
investment in printing that your company makes each year and protect your corporate
printing infrastructure from breaches of security and confidentiality.
You’ll learn some of the lessons and best practices we’ve shared with our enterprise
customers over the years, with an emphasis on how to secure your printing workflows
and significantly reduce the costs associated with your printing operations.

WHAT YOU LEARN HERE WILL SURPRISE YOU.

FOR THE TL;DR* FOLKS:

We have helped many Fortune 100 companies (including five of the largest global banks and
insurance companies) secure their print infrastructure and internal documents, with the added
benefit of saving them millions of dollars each year. We can do the same for you, and we can do it
quickly. Call us today! (585) 939-7000
* Too long; Didn’t read

The potential cost of a data
breach can result in hundreds
of millions in fines, customer
churn1, lost revenue, and
reputational risk.

THE PROBLEM
WITH PRINTING
In today’s security climate, companies make
significant investments in technology to
help manage customer transactions, meet
regulatory requirements, and protect their
networks and data. Yet many firms only give
a passing thought to the investments they
make in printing, or the operational costs
and security risks associated with printers
and sensitive documents.
Every day, sensitive information is printed
and then forgotten in printer output trays.
You could have a serious security breach if
confidential documents are collected by the
wrong person and taken offsite.
In addition to the risks posed by unauthorized
access to private information, printers don’t
often come to mind as the devices most likely
to create security vulnerability in a corporate
environment. Printers have been a security
vector behind several recent hacks in the
news2, and while this has been surprising to
many people, it’s not surprising to us.
2

1

The Ponemon Institute’s 2016 survey found that
financial and insurance companies had experienced 6%
excess customer churn due to data breaches.

While today’s IT and security professionals
focus their efforts on securing their
organization’s networks and data, the
risk posed by unsecured printers
and documents is still too commonly
overlooked.
When you take the following measures to
manage print holistically, you’ll have a lot
more than a secure and efficient printing
environment across your organization. You’ll
also spend a lot less every year (typically in the
millions of dollars for most large companies)
and your workforce will be more informed and
aware of the cost and risks associated with
printed documents. This creates a virtuous
cycle that leads to less risk, less waste,
and less for your IT staff and leadership to
worry about.

https://gizmodo.com/hacker-claims-he-hacked-150-000-printers-to-raise-aware-1792067012

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-city-union-bank-swift/india-bank-hack-similar-to-81-million-bangladesh-central-bank-heist-idUSKCN1G319K
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CREATE A PRINT SECURITY STRATEGY

As with all areas in your profession, you need to understand what you want to accomplish
before you put a program into motion. You should have a big-picture print security strategy to help
you determine the challenges that are unique to your business and IT infrastructure, identify your
stakeholders, and establish goals.
An important part of the process of designing your print security strategy is to establish an accurate
baseline of printing activity across the organization. This baseline assessment will achieve several
important objectives:

Automatically reveals
who is printing what,
when, and at what cost
to the organization. All
document metadata is
captured: the user, the
application, page count,
the output device, the
cost per document, etc.

Creates an audit trail of all printed
documents in your organization
which provides critical insights for
managing costs and preventing
risk. For many of our customers,
this audit trail has proven to be
a critical component of their
security and risk prevention
programs.

Provides a comprehensive “current
state” assessment
against which you can
measure progress.
Deploying this
technology is easy
and transparent to
employees.

In this initial baseline phase, we recommend not announcing that printing is being monitored so that
you gain a true perspective on the nature and scope of the printing taking place every day across
your organization.
We recommend a data collection period of 60-90 days within the most print-intensive areas of your
business to capture a reliable representative sample. Merely extrapolating the results from a partial
discovery to the entire enterprise may draw a flawed picture because employees in various lines of
business or departments print differently and follow different business cycles.
This data helps build the framework for your print optimization and security strategy.
Some of our large enterprise customers have preferred to implement secure printing workflows
immediately, rather than waiting to deploy after a current state baseline is established. There is no
right or wrong here; many organizations simply want a clear ‘before and after’ picture to measure
cost savings, and to plan deployment.
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SECURE YOUR NETWORK PRINTERS AND
MULTI-FUNCTION DEVICES ACCORDING
TO SECURITY BEST PRACTICES.

Many organizations face unique challenges when
it comes to printing documents in the office.
Government agencies, financial services, healthcare
organizations and insurance companies are all good
examples. The documents these firms produce
internally are often sensitive in nature. It’s critical
that all printers and multi-function devices are locked
down to prevent unauthorized use and malicious
attacks from outside the organization.
An example of this3 recently came to light in Kansas,
when a cybersecurity firm tested the state’s government
security and discovered that a handful of printers
accessible on its network weren’t properly secured. Using
information from a single unprotected printer, the security
firm was able to compromise the entire domain.
Creating a comprehensive shield against cyberattacks is
a process that never ends, and some areas tend to fall
through the cracks. Simply put, many business leaders
do not realize that their printing environment can be
the weak link in their security chain.

Creating and maintaining a
security policy for all network
devices is essential. Follow these
steps to help you create a more
secure print environment:
• Change each printer’s default admin
password to a strong password.
• If available, configure the built-in
firewall on each device.
• Shut down any ports and protocols
you don’t need.
• Disable Wifi on network and local
printers, as well as direct-to-printer
connections.
• Create an access control list.
• Regularly test whether your printers
are visible to the outside world using
tools such as the Shodan search
engine. Take appropriate actions
based on the results.

Printers might not come to mind when you think about
the most high-risk security targets, but as experts in the
print industry, we know the threat is greater than many
people think. Printers today are sophisticated network
computers that should receive the same level of security
consideration as the other computers on your network.

• Stay current with the manufacturer’s
firmware updates and create a
regular firmware update schedule.

Many printers ship “open,” which means they are designed
to be plug-and-play for easy deployment. They are
configured by default to listen on every port and
support many protocols. This makes them easy to
integrate into a network but it’s not a strong security
practice.

• Stay on top of the latest news and
recommendations. Organizations
like PCI, HIPAA, OWASP, and NIST
provide many resources to help you
understand and implement security
best practices throughout your
organization.

3

https://gizmodo.com/as-crosscheck-moves-to-secure-voter-data-hacking-fears-1822344007

• Repeat all security steps after any
major device servicing; printers are
often subject to factory reset when
repaired.
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SECURE ALL YOUR NETWORK PRINTERS AND MULTI-FUNCTION DEVICES
ACCORDING TO SECURITY BEST PRACTICES (CONTINUED...)

As with all IT infrastructure, it’s critical to regularly review your security landscape, but don’t
let your printers fall through the cracks in your process. In our work with large enterprise
customers, we too often find that thousands of printers are unknowingly visible from the internet
because of inadequate security configurations.
Regularly review your security policy with regard to your printer fleet and configuration. Creating
and maintaining such a policy across the organization will make it easier to enforce standard
configurations across the fleet from the time of deployment all the way to decommission.
As your organization continually refines its security strategy, make it a priority to secure your
entire print infrastructure. Making these security considerations a standard part of your
processes will help you to make informed decisions and take appropriate actions to address the
diverse and ever-evolving threats out there.
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SECURE EMPLOYEE PRINTING WORKFLOWS... to keep your confidential
customer information secure, prevent unauthorized access to your printers, and
prevent documents from getting into the wrong hands.

You’ve lived this scenario countless times: You
print a document from your workstation, then
forget to collect it. The next person to walk up
to the printer either places the document(s) on
top of the printer where anybody can access
it, or else tosses it into the recycle bin, which
typically means you print it again. This risky yet
common habit adds up over time and gets even
more expensive when color printing is involved.
At many companies, a casual inspection of office
printers or dedicated print rooms reveals stacks
of idle documents waiting to be retrieved. Much
of this paper is uncollected “tray trash” that is
destined for secure destruction. And of course
there’s a cost for that too.
These common scenarios (and others like
it) add up to significant waste, inefficiency,
and perhaps most importantly, information
security risk.

User submits a print job
from any capable device.

As a leader in your company, you’re always
seeking new ways to conduct business
more securely while also managing costs
and improving efficiency. This is why IT and
security professionals are increasingly
turning to secure pull printing solutions
to improve printer security and document
confidentiality while also reducing costs.
In a pull printing environment, employees submit
their print job to a shared virtual queue, where
it’s encrypted and “parked.” It is not printed
until the document owner walks up to any
secured printer on the network to authenticate
using their access card or company credentials.
In seconds, they can “pull” the document
parked in their queue from any printer on the
organization’s network, whether it’s in the local
office, in a remote office, or in another country.
Employees are always physically present at a
device to collect their documents; this protects
confidentiality and information security
while greatly reducing waste and costs.

Authentication is required
to release print jobs.

Employees authenticate at a device by using a proximity card or magnetic stripe
card, or by entering their network credentials on the printer interface. Card-enabled
authentication is the fastest option, saving people time and improving the experience.

Document is released to the authorized user.
They print only the documents they really
need, at any enabled printer...two floors up, in
the next building, or even in a different city.
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SECURE YOUR EMPLOYEE PRINTING WORKFLOWS
(CONTINUED...)

Secure pull printing practically eliminates the forgotten and
abandoned “tray trash” mentioned earlier, and it ensures
that confidential documents are immediately in the hands of
the document owner. It also provides copy tracking, scan to
email, and scan to folder tracking. This establishes a complete
audit trail of user document input and output. This security
technology is especially important wherever proprietary
information or Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
is handled routinely.

Secure pull printing ensures that the individual who
submits a print job (or an authorized designee)
is the only person who can print the document.
Automatic tracking and reporting of all printing
activity also provides an auditable chain of custody.
The secure workflow makes printing more flexible and
convenient. If a preferred device is busy printing a large
document or is otherwise unavailable, employees can simply
walk to another printer to release their document without having
to return to their workstation to re-submit the print job.
This flexibility enables you to reduce the break-fix SLA on
your MPS contract. It’s no longer an urgent situation when a
printer goes down – everyone prints to a secure virtual queue,
making all other devices available to output business documents.
This can significantly reduce the maintenance costs within your
MPS contract.
The solution simplifies work for IT professionals. Instead of
having to manage multiple queues and map employees to new
printers as they move, one secure virtual print queue can serve
all employees, regardless of their location or which printer they
ultimately choose. When you take this capability to the cloud, the
benefits to your IT organization are extended even further: there
are no print servers to set up and manage, and securing new
devices can be done with a few clicks.

LESS IS MORE
(REALLY!)
In addition to the critical security layer that
pull printing technology provides, it also
inevitably leads to lower printing volume
and therefore lower costs.
Your important printing isn’t going away;
paper documents still play an important role
in your business. However, all that wasteful
and redundant printing certainly will go
away. We have consistently found that as
much as 15% of print jobs submitted are
never printed—they simply expire after a
configurable period of time. In other words,
15% of documents printed in the office aren’t
actually necessary for business. And keep
in mind that the most secure, efficient, and
cost-effective page is the page that never gets
printed.
So, your organization will print fewer
documents, which means less ink, toner and
paper consumption, less security risk, fewer
tedious things for IT staff to worry about,
and a lot less spending on secure document
destruction.

When printing costs are fully explored and
aggregated, it’s often exposed as one of the
largest ongoing expense categories. Some of
our largest customers previously spent
over $50 million annually on office printing.
In our experience, this equates to $400-$600
per year per employee.
The bottom line is this: Print is expensive and
there are opportunities for deep savings when
you apply the right strategy, technology and
services. To fully realize these savings, you
need to go beyond the traditional supply chain
practices such as Request for Proposal (RFP)
and price negotiations. These are the practices
that led to the current state of your printing
environment. With the right help, you can
achieve a better future state.
Uncover and aggregate the costs associated
with print and distinguish your business-critical
print from all the unnecessary, habitual print
that is likely waste. Engage employees with
facts and best practices to help you exceed
your savings goals.
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Before working with Pharos, one large global
company’s annual printing output created a stack
of pages reaching over 100 miles! The figure
was nearly 2 billion pages in one year. From the
ground up, this stack would reach deep into space.
This may be hard to believe, but it’s true –
we did the math.
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EDUCATE EMPLOYEES ABOUT MINDFUL
PRINTING HABITS AND BEST PRACTICES

When the data collection and analysis phase (step 1) is complete, you can begin to
educate employees about how printing affects your organization’s expenses and
security/confidentiality concerns. A simple email communication to all employees
can go a long way. It should describe the secure pull printing workflow and
how this layer of secure authentication benefits the organization in terms of
improved information security, workflow efficiency, and lower ongoing costs.
To take it a step further, we work with you to design a “Print Smart” program (this
is the program name at one of our large customers) with occasional messaging and
best practices conveying the importance of mindful printing choices.
Employee best practices include:
•
•
•
•

Avoid printing emails and webpages
Discourage color printing if it’s not truly necessary
Print double-sided (duplex)
Use or distribute PDFs instead of paper for large documents

A simple information and messaging program will help put your employees’
personal printing choices into a larger context. You don’t need to be restrictive,
either: Most people are happy to change their printing habits once they understand
the costs and risks associated with office printing.
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RE-EVALUATE PRINTING
DATA FOR OPTIMIZATION

Supply

Demand

Change

Change

Continuous Improvement Cycle
• Reduce Demand: Focus on
Employee Printing Habits
• Optimize Supply:
Devices and Delivery

After securing your devices, deploying
pull printing software, and educating your
workforce about best practices, compare your
printing activity data over the same time period
that you used in your baseline assessment.
You’ll be surprised by the difference.
You will have a new baseline founded on the
reduced demand for print that inevitably occurs
when you introduce secure authentication into
your printing workflows and when employees
know that printing is monitored. Armed with
these new insights, you can optimize your printer
fleet by reducing the number of devices in your
organization and the amount of consumables you
need to purchase for those devices.

The data can also help you to negotiate your
next MPS contract or revisit an existing one.
And remember, the fewer documents printed,
the lower the potential for an information
security breach.
Optimizing the supply side in this manner
reduces capital expenditures and leasing fees
while saving on the labor cost associated with
procuring and maintaining each device and
storing their components and supplies.
When designed properly, you benefit from
a continuous improvement cycle in which
demand is lowered and supply is adjusted
accordingly. This cycle can be repeated for
continual year-over-year efficiency gains.
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THE RESULTS ARE CLEAR
The benefits of a comprehensive print strategy will reach beyond improved security, risk
reduction, accountability and compliance. When secure printing is combined with employee
education to establish more mindful printing habits, and the device fleet is then optimized for
reduced demand, companies achieve savings of 30-50% versus their original baseline.
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“The implementation of
Pharos Secure Print was
one of the smoothest and
most successful that I have
witnessed in my career.”
– Senior Business Technology Executive,
Top 10 Global Bank
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User Adoption
Cost Savings
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LEVERAGE DOCUMENT FORENSICS
TO FURTHER MITIGATE RISK

Organizations that handle a lot of sensitive
information often need to go beyond
secure printing workflows and print and
copy tracking. Document forensics provides
another layer of security to protect
sensitive information and mitigate the risks
involved with data breaches.
Imagine your company is developing a
new blockchain product and you need
to be certain that nobody within the
organization shares your intellectual
property with a competitor. You can already
control access to critical documents and
monitor email, but what if someone tries to
print that intellectual property? A piece of
paper can be easily folded and carried out of
the building.
You can take your print security and
compliance to the next level with software
that looks for and identifies printed
documents containing sensitive information
like social security numbers, credit card
numbers, or certain keywords that you specify.
When the software identifies that sensitive
information was printed, an alert is sent to

your Data Protection Officer (DPO) or other
interested parties. This alert includes print jobrelated details and the ability to view an image of
the document.
You can configure the software to suit your
specific environment and document security
needs. For example, you can apply search filters
for certain applications, users, date ranges, text
strings and regex patterns to identify content
that’s suspicious or out of compliance, and easily
create a rule based on that search.
You can also configure alerts to be delivered
to an individual or a security distribution group
in your company. Alerts include high-level
information such as the document name, the
rule that was violated, the user name, time/date
stamp, and the severity level that was assigned
to the rule.
Companies that routinely handle sensitive
information are increasingly turning
to solutions for document archival and
forensics. It’s an important part of the bigger
security picture and the demand for this level
of document scrutiny is growing quickly across
many different industries.

Want to speak directly to a specialist
about document forensics?
Contact us at 585-939-7000.
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HAVE A CLOUD
MIGRATION PLAN

Cloud services are a critical strategic element for every major enterprise. We work closely
with our enterprise customers to help them factor cloud printing into their long-term
strategic goals. For these and many other companies, taking print operations to the cloud is
a matter of when, not if.
For example, two of our largest global customers have shared a technology strategy focused on
cloud services over the next three years. Their goal is to achieve a significant degree of reliance on
secure cloud services across the enterprise. We are supporting these companies on a migration plan
from our on-premises solution to our cloud-based enterprise solution.
The cloud is increasingly recognized as a more secure environment than traditional on-site
systems4, contributing to the rapid growth of “Print as a Service” offerings. Cloud services also
provide greater cost predictability and give IT teams the opportunity to reduce the infrastructure
deployed across their environment, eliminating a significant amount of maintenance work.
Taking your print operations to the cloud enables even deeper savings than those identified earlier:
You can eliminate print servers, and IT resources no longer have to create and manage various print
queues across the organization. Every IT professional wants to reduce tedious maintenance tasks to
focus on more important things.
For these reasons, the consensus is that offloading internal print operations to the cloud will
increasingly become the norm.
4

https://www.infoworld.com/article/3185757/cloud-security/it-pros-agree-security-is-better-in-the-cloud.html

https://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/security-data-protection/4-reasons-why-the-cloud-is-more-secure-than-legacy-systems/
https://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/security-data-protection/4-reasons-why-the-cloud-is-more-secure-than-legacy-systems/
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CONCLUSION
Information security is a critical IT requirement for
businesses of all sizes and industries.
You are investing heavily in advanced security measures and services, including formal
audits by specialized teams, intrusion prevention technologies, and technologies to
monitor and protect proprietary and confidential information. You need to give the
same level of attention to your printing operations.
When you implement a comprehensive print management strategy to secure your
organization’s devices and employee printing workflows, and track printing activity for
reports and auditing, you create significant and lasting value. Employee printing will be
more secure, efficient, cost-effective and sustainable.
Think of it this way: If you knew you could simply push a button that would lower your
organization’s information security risk and simultaneously reduce your consumption of
an expensive commodity by up to 50%, you wouldn’t wait to push it.
Fair assumption?
It’s also fair to say that getting there isn’t quite as easy as the push of a button, but that’s
what it will feel like to you when Pharos solves your printing problems.
Our customers include many of the world’s largest enterprises and recognized brands.
These large enterprises trust Pharos to secure their employee printing workflows and
significantly reduce their operating costs and waste. We can do the same for you.
We’re happy to talk to you about any of these topics. Call us at 585-939-7000 and we’ll
set up some time with you. You’ll be glad you did.

Want to speak directly to a specialist about print as a service
or a cloud migration strategy that works for your business?
Contact us at 585-939-7000.

